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acquired loudness transfer functions are compared from an auditory-adapted perspective to physical parameters of signals involved in the
binaural synthesis process. The results provide quantitative relations between individual physical cues of the binaural synthesis output signals
and the resulting loudness transfer functions.
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INTRODUCTION
Binaural synthesis (BS) with headphone (HP) playback is a physically motivated virtual
acoustics technique intended to elicit the hearing sensations of a real or hypothetical reference
scene by reproducing respectively synthesizing the corresponding sound pressure signals detected
by the eardrums (cf. Møller, 1992; Völk, 2012b). The frequency dependent correction level
necessary for a possibly suboptimal audio-transmission system to elicit the recording situation
loudness of narrow-band signals is according to Völk and Fastl (2011) referred to as loudness
transfer function (LTF). An ideal BS system provides frequency independent LTFs for every
listener (Völk, 2010, 2011b). How close the ideal system is approximated by a BS implementation
has been shown to depend on the implementation’s degree of individualization, regarding loudness
transfer (Völk and Fastl, 2011; Völk et al., 2011a) as well as localization (Wenzel et al., 1993;
Møller et al., 1996a,b,c; Kim and Choi, 2005).
In this contribution, the (perceptually acquired) LTFs discussed by Völk and Fastl (2011)
are compared using auditory-adapted analysis methods (e. g. Terhardt, 1985; Völk et al., 2011b)
to physical parameters of signals involved in the BS process. The results provide quantitative
relations between individual physical cues of the BS output signals and the resulting LTFs.

SYSTEM-THEORETIC BASICS
The BS system employed was implemented as described in Völk and Fastl (2011) with
blocked auditory canal entrance recording based on the system-theoretical framework proposed
by Völk (2011b). In the following, a graphical system overview is given based on Völk (2010) to
the extent required for the deﬁnition of the signals and systems discussed in this paper.

Reference scene and recording situation
Let sls denote the digital sample sequence encoding the input signal to a loudspeaker (LS) box
that represents the only sound source in the reference scene to be simulated by BS. The sound
pressure time signals detected by an individual (ind) listener’s eardrums in this reference scene
are referred to as ear signals pind
e (xh , xls ), which depend on the head and loudspeaker positions
xh and xls . The upper branch in ﬁgure 1 represents the signal ﬂow from sls to pind
e (xh , xls ).

Figure 1: Block diagram of the blocked auditory canal binaural synthesis reference scene (top branch) and
recording situation (bottom branch) discussed in this paper (ﬁgure modiﬁed from Völk, 2010). In the reference
scene, a loudspeaker box driven by the digital sequence sls creates the ear signals pind
e (xh , xls ). In the recording
situation, the sound pressures pind,b
(xh , xls , xm ) detected by miniature microphones at the blocked auditory canal
m
entrances are encoded in the sequences sind,b
(xh , xls , xm ).
m

Ideally, BS is implemented based on measuring the ear signals (the sound pressures actually
detected by the eardrums), which is diﬃcult for human ears since the pressure across the eardrum
varies, especially at high frequencies (cf. Stinson, 1985; Hudde and Aumann, 2010).
The BS method discussed in this paper is therefore based on miniature microphone recording
of the sound pressures pind,b
(xh , xls , xm ) at the positions xm at the entrances to the blocked
m
auditory canals. The microphones (Sennheiser KE 4-211-2 in ampliﬁer conﬁguration) were
mounted according to Møller et al. (1995b) in foam ear plugs and inserted some millimeters in
the ear canal, with the aim of recording at a position where the pressure ﬁeld is independent
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of the sound incidence direction (Hammershøi and Møller, 1996; Hudde and Schmidt, 2009).
After ampliﬁcation and analog-digital-conversion (A/D; RME Fireface 400, 24 Bit, 44.1 kHz),
the sequences sind,b
(xh , xls , xm ) represent the sound pressures pind,b
(xh , xls , xm ) detected by the
m
m
miniature microphones at the blocked auditory canal entrances in the reference scene (lower
branch in ﬁgure 1). In other words, the reference scene is encoded by the blocked auditory canal
entrance sound pressures pind,b
(xhref , xlsref , xmrec ), knowing that the reference scene ear signals
m
pind
(x
,
x
)
arise
in
this
situation
if the plugs are removed.
href
lsref
e
When actually implementing a BS system based on blocked auditory canal entrance measurement, typically the so-called recording situation transfer functions
Hind,b
recm (xhref , xlsref , xmrec ) =

Sind,b
(xhref , xlsref , xmrec )
m
Sls

(1)

are acquired in the reference scene, which relate the discrete Fourier spectra Sind,b
(xh , xls , xm )
m
and Sls of the digital sequences representing the LS input and miniature microphone output
(xh , xls , xm ) and sls (cf. Völk, 2011b). The time domain representations of
sequences sind,b
m
ind,b (x
equation 1 are referred to as recording situation impulse responses hrec
href , xlsref , xmrec ).
m

Playback and headphone transfer function measurement situation
In this paper, BS with HP playback is discussed. Let shp denote the digital sequences
encoding the HP input signals. The sound pressure time signals detected by the eardrums of an
individual using the HPs in this playback situation are referred to as ear signals under the HPs
pind,h
(xhp ), which depend on the positions xhp of the HPs on the ears (cf. Völk, 2011a). The
e
upper branch in ﬁgure 2 represents the signal ﬂow from shp to pind,h
(xhp ).
e

Figure 2: Block diagram of the binaural synthesis playback situation (top branch) and headphone transfer
function measurement situation (bottom branch) discussed in this paper (ﬁgure modiﬁed from Völk, 2010). In the
playback situation, headphones driven by the digital sequences shp create the ear signals pind,h
(xhp ). During the
e
headphone transfer function measurement, the sound pressures pind,b,h
(xh , xls , xm , xhp ) detected by miniature
m
microphones at the blocked auditory canal entrances are encoded in the sequences sind,b,h
(xhp , xm ).
m

The lower branch of ﬁgure 2 represents the sound pressures pind,b,h
(xhp , xm ) detected by
m
miniature microphones mounted according to Møller et al. (1995a) in foam ear plugs at the blocked
(xhp , xm ). The
auditory canal entrances, as well as their encoding in the digital sequences sind,b,h
m
relations of the corresponding discrete Fourier spectra Sind,b,h
(x
,
x
)
to
the
respective HP
m
hp
m
driving spectra Shp are often referred to as headphone transfer functions (HPTFs)
Hind,h,b
hptfm (xhphptf , xmhptf ) =

Sind,b,h
(xhphptf , xmhptf )
m
Shp

,

(2)

ind,h,b
with corresponding headphone impulse responses hhptf
(xhphptf , xmhptf ). In the HPTF measurem
ind,b,h
(xhphptf , xmhptf ), the ear signals pind,h
(xhphptf ) arise if the
ment situation characterized by pm
e
plugs are removed.

Stable and, considering the audible and technically available frequency and dynamic range,
meaningfully designed equalization ﬁlters (eq) with the target transfer functions
Hind,b
eqm (xhphptf , xmhptf ) =
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must be applied for equalization purposes in the BS process (Völk, 2011b). The corresponding
ind,b (x
equalization ﬁlter impulse responses are denoted by heq
hphptf , xmhptf ).
m

Binaural synthesis situation
In the actual BS situation, the HPs are driven by the signal encoded in the digital sample
sequences sind,b
hpbs,m (xhref , xlsref , xmrec , xhphptf , xmhptf ) corresponding to the discrete Fourier spectra
Sind,b
hpbs,m (xhref , xlsref , xmrec , xhphptf , xmhptf ) =
ind,b
= Hind,b
recm (xhref , xlsref , xmrec ) · Heqm (xhphptf , xmhptf ) · Sls .

(4)

Figure 3 shows a block diagram of the BS situation, where the upper branch represents the part
implemented by the recording situation transfer functions, the middle branch the equalization,
and the lower branch the actual playback in the BS situation.

Figure 3: Block diagram of the full binaural synthesis procedure with blocked auditory canal entrance miniature
microphone measurement discussed in this paper (ﬁgure modiﬁed from Völk, 2010). The upper branch represents
the recording situation, the middle branch the headphone transfer functions-based equalization and the lower
branch the playback situation (cf. ﬁgures 1 and 2).

Figure 3 indicates graphically that, idealistically assuming ideal equalization and all involved
positions to be kept constant, the reference scene sound pressures detected by miniature
microphones at the blocked auditory canal entrances can be reproduced by BS, formulated by
pind,b,h
(xhref , xlsref , xmrec , xhpplay , xhphptf , xmhptf ) = pind,b
(xhref , xlsref , xmrec ),
mbs
m

(5)

which is proven mathematically by Völk (2011b). The subsystems mutually canceling each
others inﬂuences are marked gray. However, the eventual goal of BS is reproducing the reference
scene ear signals, that is
!

ind
pind,h
ebs (xhref , xlsref , xmrec , xhpplay ) = pe (xhref , xlsref ).

(6)

Assuming the validity of equation 5, the binaurally synthesized equal the reference scene ear
signals if the ear signals resulting for given sound pressures at the blocked auditory canal entrance
microphones when the plugs are removed are identical in the loudspeaker and headphone playback
situations. The diﬀerences between those situations are the physical presence of the headphones
and the diﬀerent sound sources. It can be shown that the validity of equation 6 given equation 5
depends on the headphone model used (cf. Møller et al., 1995a; Völk, 2012a).

INDIVIDUALIZATION ASPECTS
Recording (equation 1), headphone transfer function measurement (equation 2), and consequently the equalization (equation 3) for BS must be implemented individually for reaching
the physically perfect synthesis. Due to the high eﬀort of implementing fully individual BS,
especially if a dynamic system adapting to listener movements is to be built, diﬀerent approaches
of reducing the complexity are commonly used.
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Nonindividual recording
The recording for BS (equation 1) is often carried out nonindividually, that is with a subject
diﬀerent from the actual listener (Wenzel et al., 1991; Bronkhorst, 1995; Møller et al., 1996c) or
using an artiﬁcial head (Møller et al., 1997, 1999).

Nonindividual equalization
Regarding the equalization ﬁlter design, it is possible to take into account only the magnitude
spectrum of the equalization target given by equation 3. In contrast to fully individualized
equalization, this procedure is referred to as individual magnitude equalization (cf. Völk and
Fastl, 2011). Nonindividual magnitude equalization is deﬁned in an analogous manner based on
a nonindividual equalization ﬁlter target, derived from headphone impulse responses (HPIRs)
measured on a subject diﬀerent from the listener (Møller et al., 1995a; Völk, 2011a) or an
artiﬁcial head (Kulkarni and Colburn, 2000).
The magnitude spectra of human outer ear transfer functions show extreme values at
frequencies typical for the speciﬁc subject (Mehrgardt and Mellert, 1977). Consequently,
averaging diﬀerent individual equalization targets results in a loss of individual characteristics.
However, if the magnitude spectrum average is computed with the aim of providing a BS
equalization target improving the synthesis for arbitrary subjects, it is intended to include only
the transfer characteristics common to most subjects. Combined with a linear phase response,
these ﬁlters are referred to as average magnitude equalization ﬁlters (Völk and Fastl, 2011).

PROCEDURE AND HYPOTHESES
Since this paper attempts establishing relationships between individual (physical) stimulus cues and the resulting hearing sensations, the actual binaurally synthesized ear signals pind,h
ebs (xhref , xlsref , xmrec , xhpplay ) were the ideal physical signals to be compared. However, ear signal deﬁnition and measurement are complicated, because the pressure across
the eardrum varies, especially at high frequencies (cf. Stinson, 1985; Hudde and Aumann,
2010). For that reason, a diﬀerent approach is selected here in that the HP input signals
sind,b
hpbs,m (xhref , xlsref , xmrec , xhphptf , xmhptf ) respectively the related transfer functions
Hind,b
hpin,bs (xhref , xlsref , xmrec , xhphptf , xmhptf ) =
=

Sind,b
hpbs,m (xhref , xlsref , xmrec , xhphptf , xmhptf )
Sls
ind,b
Hrecm (xhref , xlsref , xmrec )

(7)
·

Hind,b
eqm (xhphptf , xmhptf )

derived from equation 4 are discussed. These transfer functions are compared for diﬀerent degrees
of individualization to the corresponding LTFs, that is the input level diﬀerence Lbsin − Llsin
between the binaurally synthesized and the real LS at equal loudness for pure tones. This
procedure is motivated and discussed in the following.
The situation described by equation 7 deviates from the overall BS situation in that the
necessarily individual playback situation (lower branch of ﬁgure 3) is not included. However,
the parts of the overall BS situation that vary with the degree of individualization are included
in both cases. Consequently, in completely nonindividualized situations, the transfer functions
Hnind,b
hpin,bs as deﬁned by equation 7 are identical for every subject, while in a fully individualized
system, diﬀerent transfer functions Hind,b
hpin,bs occur for each subject.

Figure 4 shows median (black) and inter-quartile range (gray) of the LTFs given by Völk
and Fastl (2011) for individually equalized BS with individual recording. The BS system was
implemented with miniature microphone measurement at the blocked auditory canals entrances.
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Figure 4: Median (black) and inter-quartile range (gray)
of the individual level diﬀerences between the input signals to a binaurally synthesized and the corresponding
real loudspeaker in front of the subjects in a reverberant laboratory, adjusted to equal loudness by BékésyTracking. Headphone specimen Sennheiser HD 800, static
synthesis, individual recording, individual magnitude and
phase equalization. Data from Völk and Fastl (2011).

Frequency / kHz

Figure 4 reveals that individually equalized BS with individual recording using miniature
microphones at the entrances of the blocked auditory canals provides for a frontally located
loudspeaker on average frequency independent LTFs with the accuracy of the psychoacoustic
tracking procedure employed. This scenario represents the best case result of the situations
studied by Völk and Fastl (2011). For that reason, the corresponding individual transfer functions
deﬁned by equation 7 are considered the reference transfer functions Hind,b
hpin,bs,ref , providing on
average nearly frequency independent LTFs.
Völk (2013) – based on Theile (1980) – puts forward the hypothesis that the human hearing
system removes the individual spectro-temporal cue patterns evaluated in determining the hearing
sensation position from the physical inputs before forming a loudness percept. Consequently,
cues not evaluated in the localization process would be passed on to the loudness perception
stage, inﬂuencing the LTF and therefore inﬂuencing what is often referred to as sound color.
Assuming further Hind,b
hpin,bs,ref to provide the individually optimal headphone input signals

resulting in the individually optimal ear signals, all deviating Hind,b
hpin,bs would result in frequency
dependent LTFs, especially for deviating magnitude spectra. Based on these hypotheses, the
frequency dependent level diﬀerence

 ind,b

H
hpin,bs,ref (xhref , xlsref , xmrec , xhphptf , xmhptf )
Lref − L = 20 log10  ind,b
 dB
H
(xh , xls , xm , xhp , xm )
hpin,bs

ref

ref

rec

hptf

(8)

hptf

provides a prognosis of the frequency dependence of the individual LTF to be expected based
on the nonindividual magnitude spectra applied. The validity of this prognosis and of the
corresponding hypotheses is discussed in the following.
For the analysis, the transfer functions were computed according to Völk (2013) by auditoryadapted analysis (AAA) of the 256 impulse response samples centered around the impulse response
maximum. The variability in each resulting set S of auditory-adapted transfer characteristics
(that is magnitude spectrum lκ and group delay τgκ , cf. Völk, 2013) is in accordance to Völk
(2011a) addressed using the quartiles, the 25 %, 50 %, and 75 % percentiles P25 (S), P50 (S),
and P75 (S) at each analysis frequency fAκ separately for lκ and τgκ . In this paper, only the
magnitude spectra according to equation 8 are discussed.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results presented in this paper are shown as two-column ﬁgures, with the frequency
dependent medians (black) and inter-quartile ranges (gray) of the individual LTFs Lbsin − Llsin
given by Völk and Fastl (2011) in the left subﬁgure and the corresponding inter-individual
medians (black) and inter-quartile ranges (gray) of the frequency dependent level diﬀerence
Lref − L according to equation 8 in the right subﬁgure. Shown are the results of ten subjects, the
BS was implemented using a specimen of Sennheiser HD 800 headphones. Gray horizontal bars
on the abscissae of the left panels indicate median deviations exceeding the methodical accuracy.
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Figure 5: Medians (black) and inter-quartile ranges (gray) of individual results: a) Left panel: Level diﬀerence
between the input signals to a binaurally synthesized and the corresponding real loudspeaker in front of the subjects
in a reverberant laboratory, adjusted to equal loudness by Békésy-Tracking. Dynamic synthesis, non-individual
recording, average magnitude equalization; data from Völk and Fastl (2011). b) Right panel: Level diﬀerence to
the fully individualized situation.

Figure 5 shows the results using a BS system with nonindividual recording and average
magnitude equalization. Both graphics are structurally comparable, with similar magnitudes
and frequency ranges of the pronounced frequency dependencies. The somewhat larger interquartile range at low frequencies in the left panel can be attributed to the accuracy of the
tracking procedure, whereas the right panel shows results of physical measurements with higher
low-frequency accuracy (Völk, 2011a). However, the physically acquired measurement results
shown in the right panel predict the psychoacoustically measured data of the left panel quite
well regarding magnitude and frequency, conﬁrming our hypotheses.

10

(Lref − L) / dB

(Lbsin − Llsin ) / dB

The results for BS with individual recording and the corresponding average magnitude
equalization are shown by ﬁgure 6. Here, the high frequency behavior is again predicted rather
well, whereas the tendency towards positive values in the frequency range between 1.5 and 2 kHz
appears to be of methodical nature, conﬁrming an hypothesis of Völk and Fastl (2011).
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Figure 6: Medians (black) and inter-quartile ranges (gray) of individual results: a) Left panel: Level diﬀerence
between the input signals to a binaurally synthesized and the corresponding real loudspeaker in front of the
subjects in a reverberant laboratory, adjusted to equal loudness by Békésy-Tracking. Static synthesis, individual
recording, average magnitude equalization; data from Völk and Fastl (2011). b) Right panel: Level diﬀerence to
the fully individualized situation.

Figure 7 shows the comparison for synthesis with individual recording and individual
magnitude equalization. The prediction appears to be valid for frequencies below about 10 kHz,
whereas the high frequency artifact visible in the very high frequency range between 10 and
20 kHz in the left panel is not predicted by the magnitude spectrum on the right. This eﬀect may
be attributed to phase eﬀects, but can also be inﬂuenced by the fully individualized reference
selected here, which represents the best case available in this study, but shows relatively large
high-frequency variability (cf. ﬁgure 4).
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Figure 7: Medians (black) and inter-quartile ranges (gray) of individual results: a) Left panel: Level diﬀerence
between the input signals to a binaurally synthesized and the corresponding real loudspeaker in front of the
subjects in a reverberant laboratory, adjusted to equal loudness by Békésy-Tracking. Static synthesis, individual
recording, individual magnitude equalization; data from Völk and Fastl (2011). b) Right panel: Level diﬀerence
to the fully individualized situation.

CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
Loudness transfer functions (LTFs), the frequency dependent input level diﬀerences between
an audio transmission system and the corresponding reference scene at equal loudness for
pure tones, have been proposed by Völk and Fastl (2011) as a selective quality measure for
audio transmission systems as for example binaural synthesis. It is shown in this paper, that
nonindividual spectral ear signal components are visible in the LTFs. This may be interpreted
according to Völk (2013) respectively Theile (1980) in that only individual level cues are evaluated
in the localization process and consequently not taken into account in forming sound color and
loudness, whereas nonindividual level cues inﬂuence loudness to the extent they diﬀer from the
individual cues. The inﬂuence of phase cues on LTFs in BS will be addressed in a future study.
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